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Abstract: The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) encourages 
independent inventors who are not patent professionals to file and 
prosecute their own patent applications. Self-help books are useful 
guides for navigating through the PTO’s many laws and rules. When 
an inventor has an idea, he should document it, have the document 
witnessed, search all public records for novelty and unobviousness, and 
finally file an application with the PTO. The inventor defends his idea 
with an Examiner from the PTO and, if all requirements are met, receives 
a patent that grants the inventor a monopoly to make, use, and sell his 
invention for a period of time.
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Introduction
In the July 2015 issue of Microscopy Today [1], I presented 

an image acquisition system that I had recently patented [2]. My 
invention uses a lens with electrically variable focal length (VFL) 
in combination with hardware and software that makes possible 
the rapid acquisition of images for focus stacking. I wrote and 
prosecuted the patent application myself. I believe that everyone 
has at least one patentable idea during their life, and in most cases 
they can patent the idea themselves. Doing this saves money 
and increases one’s knowledge about how intellectual property 
law works. There are several books on the market that explain 
the patenting process. I have used one of these since it was first 
printed 30 years ago; it is now in its 19th edition. It is called Patent 
It Yourself (PIY) by patent attorney David Pressman [3]. This 
book explains what a patent is, that is, the granting under law of a 
monopoly to make, use, and sell an invention; what kinds of things 
are patentable, that is, the statutory requirements according to 
law; and how an invention must be novel and unobvious in order 
to receive a patent. The book also discusses applying for foreign 
patents. Prosecuting and enforcing foreign patents is onerous and 
expensive. I prefer to apply for U.S. patents only.

I am an engineer, not a patent attorney or agent. In what 
follows, I give no legal advice, only an overview of my experi-
ences during the application process at the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office (PTO). I have successfully prosecuted 28 of 
my own patent applications.

I think of do-it-yourself books as looking forward through 
the application process, that is, they tell you how to take a series 
of steps that can result in a patent. I have published 3 books at 
Amazon that contain file histories of my own patent applica-
tions [4–6]. My books are retrospectives that show how I worked 
through the process from start to finish. I recommend reading 
them for an in-depth view of my successes in 3 different circum-
stances. The books show what succeeded in the face of various 
obstacles that I encountered during prosecution of an application. 
In some situations, it is best to consult a patent attorney or agent. 
I have done this numerous times.

The Patenting Process
Make a record. I keep records of my ideas in notebooks. 

When I think an idea is patentable, I have one or more witnesses 

sign and date my record. That way I can prove I invented it in 
case someone appropriates my idea. There is more information 
about this topic on the PTO website (www.uspto.gov), search: 
“derivation proceeding.”

Search. Before filing a patent application, I always make 
sure my idea is workable and fits into one of the categories of 
patentable subject matter. Then I do an online search to be 
sure my idea is both novel and unobvious. I use the PTO’s 
online searching tools as well as popular search engines such 
as Google. In the past I hired a professional searcher because 
they are experienced in searching and have access to more 
extensive databases than are available to the general public, 
including some that are overseas. However a PTO Examiner 
can sometimes find references that a searcher misses. Because 
of this, I do the best search I can and then file an application.

File. On March 16, 2013, the PTO introduced a 
first-inventor-to-file (FITF) system. See more about this on the 
PTO’s website. It impacts prosecution by giving priority to the 
first inventor to file an application. The application can be either 
a Provisional Patent Application (PPA) or a regular Utility 
Patent Application (UPA). Filing a PPA, discussed below, can 
secure a filing priority date at a reasonable cost and buy more 
time for searching and testing the marketplace.

Connecting with the PTO
PTO website and EFS-Web. The PTO has a large and 

useful website at www.uspto.gov. Most interaction with the 
PTO is done through this site. I have an account with the 
Electronic Filing System Web (EFS-Web) [7] at the PTO. This 
account is set up through the PTO’s website and is free. It 
simplifies the filing of applications, checking their status, and 
paying fees. It also returns receipts that indicate what has been 
filed and payments that have been made.

A number of forms are required when submitting 
information to the PTO [8]. Forms are filed in Portable 
Document Format (PDF) and are signed electronically. This 
is done by adding a slash before and after the name of the 
signer, that is, /John Doe/. When a form also asks for a printed 
signature, it is simply typed as John Doe. Letters can be signed 
with the signature printed and in longhand, then scanned and 
saved as a PDF.

There are private and public Patent Application 
Information Retrieval (PAIR) systems [9,10] at the PTO. 
Only registered eFilers have access to the Private PAIR where 
they can view records related to their applications. Published 
patents and applications are available to all via the Public 
PAIR system. When the PTO receives a patent application, it 
opens a file history record that will contain all correspondence 
between the applicant or their agent, such as an attorney, 
and the PTO. When a patent issues and all fees are paid, the 
prosecution record is closed. The closed record is called a File 
Wrapper.
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Each application covers only one invention. If an 
application includes more than one invention, the Examiner 
will require restriction of the present application to a single 
invention. It is possible to file additional applications for other 
aspects of the same invention that keep the original filing date. 
That subject is covered in PIY and elsewhere.

Filing a Provisional Patent Application (PPA)
A PPA is not required and by itself it doesn’t result in a 

patent. It costs much less than a regular utility application and 
is good for one year. Because of FITF, the timing of disclosure 
of an invention is important and makes filing a PPA worthwhile 
in many cases. The importance of a PPA can be seen from the 
following PTO statement: “A provisional application provides 
the means to establish an early effective filing date in a later 
filed nonprovisional patent application filed under 35 U.S.C. 
§111(a). It also allows the term “Patent Pending” to be applied 
in connection with the description of the invention” [11].

For a PPA, I submit the following paperwork via the EFS: 
a Provisional Cover Sheet form, Specification, that is, a written 
description, and Drawings. After the paperwork is submitted, I 
pay a filing fee with a credit card. The disclosure of an invention 
in a PPA must be as complete as possible in order to receive a 
filing date for the material it contains. No claims are required. 
I put everything I know about the invention into a PPA and 
describe as many different embodiments, that is, versions, as 
possible. After that, I have up to one year from filing to evaluate 
the market potential of the invention before I file a regular 
utility patent application. Dates and deadlines are absolutely 
important at all stages of the application process.

Filing and Prosecuting a Utility Patent Application 
(UPA)

For a nonprovisional UPA, I submit the following paperwork 
via the EFS: the Specification, Abstract, Claims, Drawings, 
Utility Patent Application Transmittal, Application Data Sheet, 
Nonpublication Request, Information Disclosure Statement, and 
a Declaration. The purposes of these forms are explained in the 
book PIY and on the PTO’s website. If I previously filed a PPA for 
the same application, I include a cross reference to its application 
number in the paperwork. After the paperwork is submitted, I 
pay application filing fees with a credit card. There are three fee 
structures available at filing and also some fees that are charged 
later. They are “Micro Entity,” “Small Entity,” and “Large Entity.” 
I have always paid Small Entity fees since I’ve either filed alone 
or with a business partner. Eligibility for the different fees is 
explained on the PTO’s website.

Then the waiting starts. It usually takes at least a year for 
the PTO to respond, although for a hefty fee they will move 
an application to the front of the line. If there are deficiencies 
in the paperwork that was filed, such as a missing part or a 
missing signature, the PTO will send a notice to the address of 
record. Deficiencies must be corrected before prosecution can 
proceed. If there are no deficiencies, a first Office Action (OA) 
will appear in the mail at the address of record.

First Office Action
The first OA contains a checklist of items that are either 

approved or must be corrected in order for prosecution to 
proceed. Drawings must be done according to PTO rules, a 
Specification including a Summary, Abstract, and Claims must 
be in the proper format. In my experience, the specification, 
abstract, and drawings have almost always been correct as filed, 
and some or all of the claims are either objected to or rejected. 
After the checklist, there are several pages in which the Examiner 
explains the reasons for these rejections and objections.

Figure 1: One embodiment, i.e., version, of the patented invention showing a 
camera and a variable focus lens (VFL) mounted on the trinocular port of a Nikon 
Eclipse LV100 microscope. The camera is connected to a personal computer, 
and the VFL is connected to computer-controlled custom driver electronics that 
are described in the patent of Figure 2.
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Responding to the first OA. Each and every objection or 
rejection must be answered. I read the Examiner’s letter very 
carefully and then answer it paragraph by paragraph in a formal 
letter. Corrections can be made to the original application, but 
no new information can be entered.

There are usually more OAs. In most cases, I just answer 
these with another OA response. Examiners are available by 
phone. I sometimes call one for a short discussion to clarify 
a point. If it’s going to be a deeper conversation, I request a 
formal telephonic interview. After the interview, both sides 

Figure 2: The front page of a patent that teaches how to make and use the invention shown in Figure 1. This page includes a title, the names of the inventors, a notice of 
adjustment of the patent’s term, the application number that was assigned to the patent application, the filing date, a notice that this patent is a continuation-in-part of an earlier 
application, a list of references cited by the applicants and the Examiners, the Examiners’ names, an abstract, and notice that the patent includes 20 claims and 8 drawing sheets.
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file an appeal that would cause other Examiners to weigh in on 
prosecution of the application.

Issuance
When an application has survived all the examination 

hurdles, I receive a Notice of Allowance, a Notice of Allowability, 
and an explanation of allowability from the Examiner. At this 
point, I pay the Issue Fee. The PTO then issues my patent, and 
it will have a life of 20 years from the filing date, plus any adjust-
ments made by the PTO.

Conclusion
The patenting process is governed by many laws and rules. 

I have found that the most important and commonly encoun-
tered ones are taught in self-help references and on the PTO’s 
website. I do consult a patent attorney when I’m unsure of how 
to proceed, but after having filed and successfully prosecuted a 
number of applications I am confident that I can patent it myself.
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file a form or letter stating the substance of the interview and 
whether agreement was reached. An interview can be very 
helpful. Having both sides on the same page can shorten the 
time for prosecution.

At some point in the examination, an Examiner will 
decide that an OA is “Final.” This just means that the rules for 
responding are different, and it will probably be necessary to pay 
another fee for continued examination. Eventually someone will 
blink. My book about File Wrapper #2 [5] tells about a drawn 
out prosecution that ended in my favor only after I prepared to 

Figure 4: A figure from the patent of Figure 2. Other embodiments of the 
invention include the same concept applied to telescopes, monoculars, and 
binoculars. The VFL 100 is mounted between the objective optics 1500 and a 
photosensor array 125.

Figure 3: A figure from the patent of Figure 2. The numbers identify each part 
that is discussed in the text. This figure shows two embodiments that are mounted 
on a microscope 1400. In a first embodiment a VFL 100 receives an image from 
a microscope’s eyepiece 1410 and focuses the image onto a photosensor array 
125. In a second embodiment, a VFL 100 is mounted on a microscope’s trinocular 
port 1405 and focuses an image onto a photosensor array 125 in a housing 1415.
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